
 

 

 

 
GPM has been investing for clients since 1993.   We manage money and advise on critical financial planning and investing decisions.  We listen and learn.   Our advice is 

holistic and tailored to you and your peace of mind.   We treat you, your family and other advisors with respect.  We are easy to work with, accessible and responsive.  Our 

investment strategies are centered around two core competencies - researching high quality companies and actively managing portfolios built with the individual stocks of those 

companies to deliver growth and income for our clients.  Our investment process is disciplined and fundamentally based with a healthy respect for risk.   GPM is employee 

owned and team members invest in our model securities alongside our clients.  
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COVID-19 continues to weigh heavily on the lives of nearly everyone worldwide and remains the wildcard for financial 

markets.   Global economies are reeling from varied shutdowns and re-openings and clearly recovering, but unevenly.  

While many companies will continue to be negatively impacted well into the future, others benefit from the shift in 

consumer spending trends, work from home and business investment priorities.  Travel, entertainment, lodging, and 

customer facing service businesses are most challenged.  The federal government has pumped an unprecedented amount 

of fiscal support into consumer’s wallets and Congress seems likely to agree on another round soon.  Our Federal Reserve 

continues to provide exceptionally broad support to credit markets and monetary stimulus to the overall economy which 

means interest rates will quite surely be lower for longer.  Similar economy supporting strategies are being executed by 

governments and central bankers worldwide.  Historically low interest rates and yields make company earnings, especially 

growing earnings, relatively more valuable and rising dividend income more attractive. 

Stocks turned in a second consecutive quarter of dramatic gains, continuing a historic recovery that few predicted as the 
market tumbled 34% over four weeks ended late in March.  The S&P 500 Stock Index posted a robust gain of 9.0% in the 
third quarter, pushing the YTD return to +5.6%, following a 31.2% advance in 2019.   Large-cap stocks, especially mega-
cap growth companies continued to outperform in a big way.  Small company and “value” stocks have substantially 
underperformed and remain in the red YTD.  Third quarter earnings reporting season will soon be underway, and it will 
be especially interesting to see how our agile companies adjusted to COVID realities.  Expect volatility and some surprises. 
 
Investment grade corporate bonds delivered solid gains in Q3 and YTD.  Super accommodative Fed policy helped for sure.   
The high-yield bond market (HYB) continued to rebound impressively in Q3 and turned YTD to about breakeven.  Since 
March lows, HYB mutual funds and ETFs have seen multiple weeks of record inflows.  Safe-haven Treasuries posted slight 
gains as investors became increasingly willing to take credit risk for higher income.  We believe the Fed will remain focused 
on supporting the credit markets. 
 

Markets Summary 

 
 
GPM’s investment process is executed with discipline and consistency.  We are committed to investing for the long-term 

in high quality growing businesses with sustainable competitive and value-creating advantages.  During the quarter, we 

slightly reduced the size of multiple positions to raise cash for deployment in three new portfolio companies that we 

believe are well-positioned and operate with the agility required to thrive in the quarters and years ahead.  As said last 

quarter, we remain laser focused on our companies and opportunities and see a favorable environment ahead for high 

quality stocks as the economy rebounds and adjusts to COVID’s residual norms.   

  

http://www.gpmgrowth.com/
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The Charts 

 
 S&P 500 Stock Index High-Yield Bonds Corporate Bonds 

   
10 Year Treasury Yield:  0.68% from 0.53% 10 Year Treasury Price U.S. Real GDP 

 
 

 

 

Stock Portfolio Insight Q3 - Managed Accounts in Brief 

 
 

Data is approximate @ quarter-end. 

Our long-term growth accounts are normally invested 100% in stocks.   
Balanced accounts take a more conservative approach and hold stocks and bonds. 
 
Growth and balanced accounts normally hold the same stocks.   We invest with a long-
term perspective and a commitment to own high quality growing businesses with 
sustainable competitive and value-creating advantages - profitable companies that we 
believe, can over time, provide attractive returns with less risk than the overall market.   
We focus on U.S. based industry leaders – innovative companies with track records of 
delivering rewarding long-term growth in sales, earnings, cash flow, dividends, and 
ultimately stock prices.  GPM team members invest alongside our clients. 
 
GPM stock portfolios had a strong Q3 and YTD 2020 is solidly positive.  
As noted above, we added three new portfolio companies in Q3.  We deployed new 
money deposits opportunistically.  At quarter-end we held 29 stocks.  14 of our 26 
dividend paying companies have raised payouts so far this year. 
 
Balanced accounts also posted robust Q3 and solid YTD results.   
Balanced portfolios are currently comprised of three components and all contributed 
positively to Q3 results.  High quality stocks are the foundation - providing potential for 
growth in value and rising dividend income.  High Yield Bonds add substantial portfolio 
cash flow and potential appreciation.  Investment Grade Corporate Bonds (short to 
intermediate duration) provide steady income and relatively low fluctuation in value. 

 

GPM team members are working in our office and remotely from our homes.  We are all safe and healthy and hope the 
same for all our friends and clients.    Feel free to contact us as usual and we are available for video conferencing anytime. 

Be safe and stay healthy.   Sincerely, The GPM Team 

https://www.bea.gov/data/gdp/gross-domestic-product

